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rights I have one sentence for you: A government is not the solution
to our problem. It is a problem. I have one minute for you:

Government's primary function is to protect us from each other. You
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have one second for me to list your first affirmative action program:
Voluntarise the IRS. You have five days to respond: 1) The private
sector created the problem. 2) If it's unconstitutional, it should be

unconstitutional and that's it, shut your mouth. What's for dinner? . .
. I have one day for you: We don't get to pick our politicians. We

have to make the most compromised, lemming-type political
choices we can. I have one month for you: A government is not the
solution to our problem. It is a problem. I have one year for you: It's

always a nice idea to try and "help" the poor, but no matter how
much money you pour into their hands, they are going to be living
in the $5-a-day hand-to- mouth existence you so judge them for. .

How Do You Draw a Mexican Flag? Most people don't know that the
Mexican flag has had two different meanings. In 1912, an American

admiral proposed the design of a Mexican flag,
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